FREEDOM. A word not commonly used to describe common theme park attractions that are bound by tracks and rails, but that is sought by guests around the world. Freedom has been a fantasy, until now. The DYNAMIC ALL-TERRAIN is a whole new attraction that gives guests the freedom to go over any terrain, follow any path and takes you anywhere the story demands. Our vehicles are easy to theme and customize, with indoors and outdoors capability. This attraction is truly a game changer.
FEATURES

GENERAL FEATURES

• Completely trackless and autonomous vehicles
• Military-grade navigation technology provides for precision tracking indoors or outside
• Powered by industry-leading, safe battery technology
• Drivable options available

FULL MOTION

• Steep incline and decline capabilities
• Banking
• Rapid acceleration and deceleration
• Near-miss capability
• Multiple vehicles running simultaneously
• Able to cross its own or other vehicles paths
• Indoor/outdoor
• Easy-to-theme

VEHICLE CAPACITY

• 6 passenger

TERRAIN STYLES

• Sculpted cement
• Custom designed for desired experience
• Terrain changes
• Water features
• Variety of show package elements
• Themed sets